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Letter bomb link to other incidents
97% relevance 12/01/2001
Police link a nail bomb attack on a chip shop in north Wales with a series of similar
incidents in recent weeks.

similar stories

Saudi bombs 'linked'
97% relevance 24/11/2000
Saudi authorities say the two car bombs, which killed one Briton and injured three more,
were of similar design.

similar stories

Palestinian denies Lockerbie bomb link
97% relevance 10/11/2000
A Palestinian tells the Lockerbie trial he was at home with his children on the night a
bomb downed the Pan Am flight.

similar stories

Cape Town bomb 'link' to killing
97% relevance 09/09/2000
Police in the South Africa investigate a possible connection between a bomb blast on
Friday night and the killing of a senior judge.

similar stories

Bomb link to Mid East possible
97% relevance 26/06/2000
Bomb disposal experts in France have defused a bomb found earlier today (Monday) in
central Paris.

similar stories

Trial told of bomb timer links
97% relevance 19/06/2000
The Lockerbie trial hears further evidence allegedly linking one of the accused and a
company believed to have made the bomb timer.

similar stories

Aircraft bomb 'links' explored
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97% relevance 05/05/2000
The Lockerbie trial hears how the early investigation into the bombing centred on
attacks by Palestinian groups.

similar stories

Palestinian radicals deny bomb link
97% relevance 04/05/2000
Two radical Palestinian groups deny any involvement in blowing up a US airline over
Lockerbie in 1988 in which 270 people died.

similar stories

Bodies linked to letter bomb murder
97% relevance 19/12/1999
Police are linking the apparent suicide of a couple in the Peak District with the murder of
man in Lincolnshire last week.

similar stories

Car bomb linked to Cyprus underworld
97% relevance 11/10/1999
The death of a Londoner in a car bomb attack has renewed fears that Cyprus is in the
grip of a gang war.

similar stories

Bombs linked to Corsican separatists
97% relevance 22/05/1999
Corsican separatists are suspected of planting two bombs in Marseilles which damaged
buildings, but caused no injuries on Friday.

similar stories

'White Wolves' linked to Soho bomb
97% relevance 01/05/1999
The three London bombings have drawn attention to a little-known neo-Nazi group
known as the White Wolves.

similar stories

'White Wolves' linked to Soho bomb
97% relevance 01/05/1999
The three London bombings have drawn attention to a little-known neo-Nazi group
known as the White Wolves.

similar stories

'Racist' bomb attacks linked
97% relevance 25/04/1999
Police say a bomb attack in the heart of the Bangladeshi community in London was
racist - and they link it to a similar explosion in Brixton last week.

similar stories
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School bombers' Internet links probed
97% relevance 21/04/1999
Detectives believe the teenagers who murdered 16 pupils at a US school and set a series
of bombs may have learned some techniques from the Internet.

similar stories

'Denver shooting linked to Nato bombing'
97% relevance 21/04/1999
The offical Yugoslav news agency says the killings at a US school are symptomatic of
the same violent culture that underlies the Nato air strikes.

similar stories

Cape Town bomb linked to Muslim group
97% relevance 29/01/1999
Police in South Africa say they've linked a militant Muslim vigilante group to a bomb
that exploded outside police headquarters in Cape Town yesterday Thursday injuring
eleven people.

similar stories

South African police say August bomb linked to others
97% relevance 05/11/1998
Police in South Africa say that the bomb which ripped through an American-style
restaurant in Cape Town in August, killing two people, has been linked to fourteen other
bombs in the region in recent months.

similar stories

Bomb suspect linked to bin Laden
97% relevance 29/08/1998
The second man charged in connection with the bombing of the US embassy in Kenya
has allegedly spoken about the involvement of Osama bin Laden.

similar stories

Greek police link bomb blast with Iraq
97% relevance 19/02/1998
Police in Greece say they believe a bomb which extensively damaged offices of the
American car makers, General Motors, in Athens during the night, was linked to current
tensions over Iraq.

similar stories

Argentina investigates Iranian bomb links
97% relevance 24/11/1997
The president of Argentina, Carlos Menem, has said his government has not yet decided
whether to take further diplomatic action against Iran, over allegations of an Iranian link
to attacks on Jewish targets.

similar stories
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Loyalists wrangle over van bomb
96% relevance 20/09/2000
Two loyalist parties are involved in a dispute about which loyalist organisation was
responsible for a van bomb attack which injured four people.

similar stories

Hezbollah link in Argentine bombings
96% relevance 24/02/1999
The head of the Jewish community in Buenos Aires, Sicho Bolsky, says he is satisfied
with a resolution by the Argentine judicial authorities implicating Iran and the Islamic
radical Lebanese group, Hezbollah, in the bombing of Jewish targets in Argentina in
which over one hundred people were killed.

similar stories

Hezbollah link in Argentine bombings
96% relevance 24/02/1999
The head of the Jewish community in Buenos Aires says he is satisfied with a decision
by the Argentine judicial authorities not to file charges against an Iranian woman
arrested in connection with two bombings against Jewish targets in Argentina which left
more than a-hundred people dead.

similar stories

Israelis discover Hamas bomber links, arrest leader
96% relevance 01/03/1998
The Israeli authorities have uncovered the apparatus used to transfer funds to Hamas
suicide bombers and have arrested a Hamas leader, Israel radio said on Sunday.

similar stories
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